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Trusted storage & sharing
Who Am I?

Julien PEETERS / julien.peeters@monkeycodex.io

Open-source, privacy & security enthusiast for years

Discrete passion for Software Defined Radio (SDR) & applied security

Embedded software architect & hardware engineer 10+ years
The dragon to defeat!

Sensitive data

but WHERE to store them?

but WHO can really see them?

but HOW are they shared/versioned...
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Many storage/cloud solutions exist, but do they propose freedom, privacy, security with ease?
The project

- Trusted & libre storage
  - Privacy & freedom for the masses

- Sharing with others
  - Trusted identities, traceability, privacy

- IoT & Big Data
  - Security from the edge to the cloud

- Identity management
  - Trust for the masses

- Anonymized traffic
  - TOR for the masses

... and more soon

Julien PEETERS @ Monkey Codex – Lightning Talks / Pass The Salt - July 2018
Trusted Storage & Sharing

Distributed & Private BFT storage

BFT: Byzantine Fault Tolerant

Authenticated BFT storage

(provider agnostic)
A company... to support them all

Monkey Codex is a team of open-source and privacy enthusiasts, that aim to bring elite/expert security services to the masses.

Actions
- supporting the project
- providing services (i.e. privacy4all)
Say hello or ask questions to
hello@monkeycodex.io

trust by design.

Ensure your freedom. Protect your identity. Secure your data.